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Abstract: The problem of wireless communication is the
handoff. That problem mainly shows in the urban area because
limited number of Access Point (AP) and the Base Station (BS).
Main problem occur when the Mobile Node (MN) are goes to out
of the coverage area the MN need to make handoff because the
current or old Base Station(BS) does not gives the supports. Effect
of this problem is call disconnection or data loss. IEEE802.11
based wireless local area network (WLAN) are widely use to give
the supports of personal or commercial basis. In the proposed
work the WLAN are placed on the two adjacent cell and they are
crossly connected to the BS. This WLAN are used as an AP and
that AP are enhanced the signal strength of the region of handoff
and increased the area of BS. This WLAN gives the services for
the time of degradation until fond the new channel in the new BS
or the inside of WLAN area. For this cause the failure of handoff
are minimized.

The WLAN are the signal enhancer of the BS and the typical
BS are connected with the wired Ethernet. Basically the
clients or MNs are identified by the medium access control
(MAC) and the MNs or clients are connected with AP by
wireless. Distribution of Channel: In IEEE 802.11b and
IEEE 802.11g are operate in the frequency 2.4 Ghz and use
the 11 out of 14 channel because the same frequency channel
[5].
The channel spacing is 5MHz and the bandwidth is 22MHz
and 11MHZ under and upper of the channel. The width of the
guard band is 1MHz. then the transmitter sends the frequency
from 2.401GHz to 2.423 GHz and so on. The figure 1 shows
the distribution.

Index Terms: WLAN, IEEE 802.11, Handoff, Degradation
Delay.

I. INTRODUCTION
Now a days the various wireless technique like GSM, GPRS,
UMTS, CDMA2000 or wireless area network (like IEEE
802.11a/b/g, HiperLAN) are used in the world. That is the
basically in heterogeneous network and used various type of
radio signal and communication protocol [1]. The real pattern
is to coordinate integral remote advancements with covering
inclusion to give the normal omnipresent inclusion and to
accomplish the Always Best Connected (ABC) idea [2]. The
IEEE 802.11b based WLAN device is the very cheap, popular
and user friendly. But this device has same as the problem of
coverage area [3].
WLAN: Two or more devices are connected with the help of
WLAN and using of spread spectrum. The benefit of this
interconnected WLAN is the mobility power of MN under the
local signal coverage area [4]. Basically the WLAN are
propagating the radio signal in certain area and boost up the
signal strength for the better communication of the MN.
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Figure 1: Distribution of Channel
Maximum AP are operate the channel no 1,6 and 11 because
that channel are not overlapped.
A. Handoff and there types: The MN are moved from a BS
and goes toward the new BS the MN find the Ping-Pong
position and after that, MN try to make the new connection on
the new BS using the handoff process. The time delay of this
handoff is known as handoff latency. The handoff is basically
two types.
1) Hard Handoff: The term is known “Break Before Make”,
in hard handoff the connection between old BS and MN are
break then MN find the new available channel or connection
from new BS, if channel is free the new BS allocate this
channel to the MN as drawback of this handoff is the large
handoff delay time and loss of packet of data and if the delay
time is very large then call can be dropped [6]. Hard handoff
is shows in Figure2.
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Figure 2: Hard Handoff
2) Soft Handoff: soft handoff is the “Make Before Break”, in
soft handoff the old BS and MS connection are continued.
When a MN moves from old BS to new BS, the MNs are
reached the Ping-Pong pint the MNs are requested to create
new connection from new BS. If the new connection is
created then the old connection is destroyed [7]. Soft handoff
is shown is figure 3.

In the figure ‘A’ Denotes Old BS, ‘B’ denotes first WLAN,
‘C’ denotes the second WLAN, and ‘D’ denotes the New BS.
Here ‘B’ is connected with the ‘D’ and ‘C’ connected with the
‘A’.

Figure 3: Soft Handoff

B. Receiving signal strength (RSS) Measurement of Every
WLAN: IEEE 802.11b WLAN provides the bit rate of
11Mbit/s and frequency channel 11 used out of 14.
The path loss of the WLAN (PL) is shown below
PL=
(1)
L=Constant power loss
=Path loss exponent, the values lies between 2 to 4
d= Distance between WLAN AP and Mobile node.
S= Shadow fading
The Receiving Signal Strength (RSS) in dBm.
RSSWLAN=PT-PL
(2)
PT= Transmission of Power
IEEE 802.11 b receiving signal strength (RSS) and path loss
from equation 2, the result is shown by the table 1.

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
A. BLOCK DIAGRAM
In this paper we proposed to minimize the handoff failure
probability using of two WLAN in the handoff region. In very
high population of MN area, the probabilities of handoff
failure are increased. So in this method we introduced two
WLAN with cellular network (CN) for partially reduce the
failure of call connection.
The idle cellular cell area is circular but that shape is
represented by the hexagon. The two cellular cells are
overlapped in practically. Here every cell are used the same
frequency being out of their covered region. Now consider the
two cells which are adjacent. When a MNs are goes a
particular threshold signal power of a cell the MN are initiated
to make the handoff. Now we place two WLAN routers just
before and after the point of threshold power level. If we
consider the hexagon, implement the WLAN both side of the
middle line as shown in the figure 4.
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Figure 4: The position of WLAN in the handoff region
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Now we draw the two circles, whose radios are the signal
strength of the WLAN AP and the WLAN are place in the
centre of the circle as shown in figure 8. The MN are moves
from BS(A) to BS(D), when MN are goes to new BS, the MN
finds the available channel in new BS and that moment
WLAN are gives the supports of signal strength for
minimized the call failure.
C. Base station and WLAN Structure: In Figure 5 shows
the structure of Cell and WLAN.
Where ‘A’ is the Old BTS
‘B’ is the WLAN
‘C’ is the another WLAN
‘D’ is the New BTS
‘C1’ is the junction point of ‘C’, ‘B’ and ‘A’
‘B1’ is the junction point of ‘B’, ‘C’ and ‘D’
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F. Allocation the Channel of WLAN and new BS: When
the MN is moved and goes toward the Ping-Pong position the
WLAN ‘B’ or ‘C’ are gives the services if the signal strength
are poor.
When MN are takes the services of ‘B’ or ‘C’ and cross the
Ping-Pong point and send the request for the channel in new
BS. Now we can create two channel pull one is central pull
and another is foreigner pull.
When a MN moved from ‘A’ to ‘D’ then ‘C’ gives the
complete channel supports for uninterrupted services. That
moment the BS ‘D’ allocates the channel from foreigner
channel pull. If the entire channel is already allocated then the
WLAN ‘C’ gives the supports.

Figure 5: Proposed Cellular Structure Details.
D. Base Station and WLAN Connectivity: The old BTS (A)
emits the signal with new modified channel [13] in his region
and the BTS is connected with the ‘C’ WLAN which is
appearing inside the new BTS (D). Also the BTS ‘D’ emits
the signal in his region with new no of channel and connected
with the ‘B’ WLAN which is appear inside the old BTS ‘A’
and connected with new BTS ‘D’. in this structure Ping-Pong
point are covered by the four signal one is signal of ‘A’,
second is signal of ‘B’, third is signal of ‘C’ and forth is signal
of ‘D’.

G. Advancement of proposed handoff: The proposed
two WLAN methods are more efficient than the normal
handoff. Because the MN directly connected to the BS or
WLAN AP, when the MN finds threshold value of signal for
handoff the WLAN provides the corresponding signal power
level, for secure the call connection before established the
new BS connection.
In normal handoff the scanning process is time taking for high
congestion cell. If the degradation delay is very much higher
than the time of move of MN in overlap signal area, the MN
cross this area and entered in the new BTS then the old
connection is failure. The result of this movement is handoff
failure.
In proposed model the WLANs are gives the supports for
minimized the handoff failure in free channel scanning time
delay.
Handoff Delay=Authentication Delay+ Re-Association Delay
H. Using of WLAN reduce the traffic delay: In this
handoff mechanism user are allow to use the free channel
under the coverage of WLAN area. This method decreases the
traffic density of handoff using WLAN AP.

Figure 6: Cell Connectivity Structure.
E. Working Principal of WLAN and BS: The MN is moved
from ‘A’ to ‘D’. The MN when in ‘A’, the old BTS ‘A’ gives
the service. The MN is moved toward the ‘D’, when cross the
C1 point MN entered the ‘C’ WLAN coverage area. The ‘C’
also connected to the old BTS ‘A’. Then the power level of
‘A’ is decreased and MN moved toward the Ping-Pong
position and uses the channel of ‘A’ tower.
In that moment ‘C’ gives the service of signal which is
equivalent of ‘A’. MN cross the Ping-Pong point the MN send
the request for channel from new BTS ‘D’ and scanned for the
new channel. If the MN cross the B1 point signal of ‘A’ is
completely removed but the agent of ‘A’ is WLAN ‘C’ gives
the services and call does not break.
On other hand the MN check or searching for the new
channel. In the time of degradation delay the WLAN ‘C’ gives
full supports for no disconnection of call.
After the delay if channel is available then make the handoff,
if the channel is not available then ‘C’ gives the service if the
MN are belongs inside of ‘C’ then also searching the new
channel repeatedly by MN.

Total Traffic (E)=
Pb is the blocking probability
m is the number of resource.
Pb=B(E,m)=(Em/m)/(
)
The average arrival rate (λ) are divided into λCN and λWLAN
λ = λCN + λWLAN
where ECN < E
The blocking probability < PB
I. Allocation the WLAN channel to the Mobile Node: We
are design an algorithm that finds the MN, who wants the
channel of WLAN. This filtration done by GPS technology.
Assume that the (X,Y) is the coordinate of Old BTS and the
(Xm,Ym) is the coordinate of MN. The radial distance (r) of
MN from Old BTS is

r=
We are defined R is the signal range of an antenna and
diametric range of WLAN is DWLAN. ṙ is the changes of r
respect of time. T is the time delay to make the connection
with WLAN.
J. ALGORITHM

Step1: While connectivity
of Base station is not
changed.
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Step2: if (r < (R-DWLAN)) then
The MN is not takes the handoff
Step3: Else
ṙ=
Step3.1: if (ṙ*2T) < (R-r) then
MNs are no connected with WLAN and wait for next
loop.

K.

Step3.2: Else
MNs are check for connection with WLAN and
connected with WLAN in order of (ṙ * 2T) value.
[End of Step3 if statement]
[End of Step2 if statement]
[End of Step1 loop]

FLOW CHART

Figure 7: Flow chart for WLAN allocation system.

III.

Handoff request are increased with the increased of
channel number. So we can say if the number of channel
are increased then the handoff failure probability are
minimized.

RESULT ANALYSIS

We are used this method and make the graph with the data,
where handoff request probability and handoff failure
probability are used. We find that when the number of
channel are increased and degradation delay are fixed for
minimum scanning time the curve are degraded and tense
to zero with the increasing of the hand of request.

Figure 8: Handoff request vs. Handoff Failure
Probability.
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In above figure the maximum MN are make the maximum
handoff request the two WLAN makes the maximum
supports for the handoff and minimized the failure rate.
IV. CONCLUSION
We say that the number of channel are increased and
give the supports for scanning the channel delay time the
handoff failure probability are decreased. In our method
the WLAN are increased the number of channel in the
handoff region and give the maximum time for scanning
the free channel in new BS then the probability of handoff
failure are minimized.
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FUTURE WORK
In future work we can reduce the handoff failure by
increasing the no of channel or coverage areas.
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